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Abstract: In this information era, digital information sharing and transfer plays a vital role and their use has 

increased exponentially with the development of technology. Thus providing security of data is a topic of 

concern. Data hiding is a powerful tool that provides mechanism for securing data over insecure channel by 

concealing information within information. Steganography inherits data hiding concept and passes information 

through host files in such a way that the existence of the embedded secret is unknown. This paper presents a 

joint application of compression, encryption and embedding techniques for implementing digital image 

steganography. Compression technique generates noise in the image. Inorder to retain the noise distortion to a 

minimum level, LSB insertion method is used for embedding purpose where the bits are inserted at the last 2 

LSB’s of the image. In this proposed technique the secret information is initially compressed and then the 

resultant bits are encrypted. Finally these encrypted bits are embedded into an image. The main objective is to 

develop an application that increases the steganographic capacity and enhances the stego image quality while 

keeping the security intact. 
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I.   Introduction 
With the rapid development of digital technology and communication media, data such as text, images, 

audio, video, etc are growing importance in day to day life. A large amount of data is being transmitted over 

internet. There is always a threat of an intruder accessing the private information. So a mechanism needs to be 

implemented inorder to keep the integrity and confidentiality of the information. This has led to an explosive 

growth in the field of information hiding.  

  Cryptography is the most common word that is used in information hiding. Cryptography means 

converting the text from readable format to unreadable format. Cryptography applies encryption techniques to 

convert the message into non-readable form but it doesnot hides the message i.e., the encrypted message is 

visible [14]. Additionally it increases the curiosity level of the intruder to decrypt the code. It would be great to 

have something that can embed the secret message into some media in such a way that no one can guess 

whether anything is hidden or not. Steganography a branch of information hiding inherits this idea and hides 

information inside information [1]. Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden messages in such a 

way that no one apart from the intended user knows about the existence of the message. This can be achieved 

by concealing the existence of information within a cover (text, image or audio file). Figure 1 shows a typical 

steganographic system. Steganography aims to make the secret communication undetectable, that is, to hide the 

presence of the secret message. It modifies the carrier in an imperceptible way so that it reveals nothing neither 

the embedding of a message nor the embedded message itself [19]. Steganography gives advantage to 

steganographer because visually attackers cannot notice anything suspicious about an image being modified 

[10]. 

 
Fig 1. A Steganographic system 
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Most of the steganography applications hide data inside images using variation of least significant bit 

(LSB) embedding technique. In LSB embedding data is hidden in the least significant bit of each byte in the 

image. With the advancement of steganography countermeasures to detect steganography has evolved. 

Attackers combat steganography using steganalysis [11]. The goal of steganalysis is to identify the suspected 

packages, determine whether or not they have any secret message encoded into them and, if possible, recover 

that message [6]. By using steganalysis techniques data hidden inside an image using normal LSB technique 

can be detected with probability ranging from 75% - 90%. Thus, there is a need of providing a strong and 

reliable steganography algorithm that can hide secret messages within images. 

This paper documents the design and implementation of proposed data hiding application using 

steganography. The goal of proposed application is to maintain data integrity and confidentiality. Not only it 

hides the user’s data (secret image) within an image, but it also compresses & encrypts the user’s data. For 

compressing the image, JPEG lossless compression algorithm is used and then the image is encrypted by 

applying substitution cipher. To defend against steganalysis, proposed steganographic application selects cover 

image from library of images in such a way that the selected image is least likely to be vulnerable to 

steganalysis. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section II presents the literature review. The background work of 

JPEG-LS compression, substitution cipher & LSB insertion is described in section III followed by proposed 

technique in section IV. In section V results are discussed. Finally section VI discuss about the conclusion. 

 

II.    Literature Review 
Images are the most popular files that are used for data hiding. Steganography techniques can be 

classified into two broad categories: spatial domain and frequency domain techniques. All these techniques 

have their own characteristics. Spatial domain technique deals with modulating the least significant bits (LSB) 

plane of the cover-image [25]. In case of frequency domain, a cover-image is first transformed into the 

frequency coefficients such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) [18, 30], discrete fourier transform (DFT), and 

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [7, 20]. After that the secret messages are embedded by modulating the 

magnitude of these coefficients. 

Monica Adriana et.al [13] presented a spatial domain technique that applies LSB insertion to embed 

payload inside the color image. The algorithm is processed serially as well as in parallel by making use of 

threads to speed up the process of data hiding. The stego image generated has good imperceptibility but the 

algorithm lacks in security aspect as anyone can steganalyse it by retrieving the LSBs. Hung-Min et.al [4] 

proposed Highlight of exploiting modification direction (HoEMD) and adaptive EMD (AdEMD) methods that 

applies the module operation and considers the sensitive nature of a human visual system. HoEMD approach 

exploits pixel directions, greater the pixel directions more is the embedding capacity. AdEMD method uses 

pixel differencing to check how much data can be embedded in the edge and smooth area. To extract the 

message same differencing value is maintained before and after data is concealed.  Masud Karim et.al [15] 

proposed a new method where the payload is stored into different position of LSB of image depending on the 

secret key. This method provides high security as attackers cannot extract information using general 

steganalysis tool, one needs the secret key to retrieve data. Praveen Kumar et.al [22] has used a combined 

approach for data hiding. Initially wavelet transformation is applied on secret information and then it is encoded 

using CNOT gate. Finally the encoded bits are inserted at LSBs using random generators. Chin Chen et.al [5] 

proposed an adaptive technique applied to the LSB substitution method. They presented an approach that 

exploits the correlation between neighbouring pixels to estimate the degree of smoothness. Smoothness degree 

determines the number of LSBs to be used for embedding. In [31], Ming Fu and Oscar Au used watermarking 

to implement visual cryptography [24]. The secret image is embedded as a watermark into a cover image and 

the cover image is divided that generates two high quality halftone images as share images. Individual share 

doesn’t depict any information the shares need to be overlaid to reveal that secret image. 

Manoj Kumar Ramaiya et.al [17] implemented steganography by using Data Encryption Standard 

(DES) on images. Encryption is performed by making use of s-boxes and in the final stage information is 

embedded by using last two LSBs insertion. Rajbir kaur et.al [12] used YCbCr color model instead of RGB 

model as cover file. Simply the payload is embedded inside the LSBs. Li and Wang [23] presented a 

steganographic method that modifies the quantization table (QT) and inserts the hidden bits in the middle 

frequency coefficients. QT generates 36 coefficients in each 8x8 block that embeds secret data into that yields a 

reasonable stego. Fangjun Huang et.al [2] presented channel selection rule for JPEG steganography. 

Perturbation error (PE), the quantization step (QS) [32], and the magnitude of quantized DCT coefficient (MQ) 

are used as factors for channel selection. Through proposed channel high security is obtained in JPEG 

steganography. Furuta et.al [16] proposed a new spatial domain technique called Bit Plane Complexity 

Segmentation (BPCS) which is based on Most Significant Bit technique. BPCS provides the ability to hide data 
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in higher bit planes of the cover image but it has low embedding capacity as changing most significant bits can 

cause significant changes in perception. 

The main transform domain algorithm is JSteg. JSteg was amongst the first algorithms that 

implemented steganography on JPEG images [1]. From visual perspective it stood strongly against steganalysis, 

but failed against statistical steganalysis methods. S-Tools are the most popular steganographic tool available 

which are based on the LSB technique. S-Tools [1] reduce the number of colors in the image to only 32 colors 

and hides data in the LSB of each color pixel in the image. S-tools work with BMP file format and provide high 

image quality but have low embedding capacity. 

 

III.   Background Work 
A reliable steganographic technique aims at three aspects: capacity (maximum amount of data that can 

be stored inside cover image), imperceptibility (the visual quality of stego-image and cover image should be 

same) and robustness. The capacity can be increased by using transformation (compression) technique while 

imperceptibility can be maintained by making changes at a minimum level during embedding. To provide 

robustness, the steganography technique needs to be backed up by an encryption scheme. This section discusses 

the techniques used for implementing compression, encryption and embedding algorithms. 

 

A.JPEG-LS Compression 

JPEG-LS is a lossless image compression algorithm that is used for JPEG images. It is a simple and 

efficient baseline algorithm that provides a low-complexity lossless and near-lossless image compression 

standard and offers good compression efficiency while maintain the quality of the image. The core of JPEG-LS 

is LOCO algorithm which based on prediction, residual modelling and context-based coding of the residuals 

[26]. Amongst other JPEG standards like JPEG 2000, the compression rate of JPEG-LS is faster and has high 

resolution.  

 

B. Substitution Cipher 

In encryption, substitution cipher is a method of encoding by which units of plaintext are replaced with 

ciphertext according to transformation rule; the "units" may be single letters, pairs of letters, triplet of letters, 

mixtures of the above, and so forth. The receiver deciphers the text by performing an inverse substitution. For 

encrypting the image, image transformation function is used [27]. MATLAB provides various image 

transformation functions that can be used for specifying the rule according to which the image can be encrypted. 

In this paper im2double function is used for image transformation. The im2double function converts the 

intensity of the image to double precision along with rescaling the data. The encryption function can then be 

formulated as  

 encryptImage= K - im2double(originalImage)  (1) 

 

where K is the key defining the intensity value to be subtracted. The key K is generated using random numbers 

(key generators). The function rand is provided by MATLAB to generate random numbers. 

 

C. Least Significant Bit Insertion 

Least significant bit insertion is one of the most common and technical embedding technique for 

hiding data inside the cover file. The amount of data to be hidden inside the image depends upon the size of the 

image and the number of least significant bits to be used. LSB insertion works simply just by replacing least 

significant bit of every pixel in cover image with the data to be hidden [25]. For example letter A (10000011) 

can be hidden using LSB insertion. 

 

Pixel values before LSB insertion: 

11000000  01001110 11110011 

00000011  10101011 11000101 

10000110  11111100 11000000 

 

Pixel values after LSB insertion of 'A' will be: 

11000001  01001110 11110010 

00000010  10101010 11000100 

10000110  11111101 11000001 

 

Altering the least significant bits will result in a color slightly different from the original one which is 

unable to be detected by human eye. The reason being human eye is not sensitive enough to recognize the 

difference in color between pixels which differs by just 1 unit [25]. 
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IV.   Proposed Work 
The essence of steganography lies in the fact that the image bearing data should be statistically and 

visually identical to the original image so that an intruder cannot detect the presence of the hidden message. 

This goal is kept in mind while designing the proposed data hiding application. The block diagram of proposed 

steganographic system is given in figure 2.   

 

A. Data Hiding Algorithm 

A unique feature of proposed method is that it allows user to pick a suitable image as cover image 

which is less vulnerable to steganalysis attacks. A database of images is created from which appropriate cover 

images are extracted.  

 

 
Fig 2. Block diagram of Proposed Steganographic system 

 

Initially an appropriate image is selected from the cover image database which acts as the cover file. In 

the first layer, the secret data (image) is compressed by applying JPEG lossless compression algorithm 

maintaining the image quality at 75%. By applying JPEG-LS algorithm 54% of bytes of the image gets 

compressed. The compressed image so obtained is then encrypted by applying the substitution encryption 

algorithm in the second layer. A key is generated by random generator which is used in encryption. The 

encrypted image so obtained is converted into array of 0’s and 1’s. Finally these bits are then embedded into the 

cover image in the inner-most by inserting them into the last 2 LSBs of each pixel of the cover file. The image 

so obtained is the stego-image. The stego-image as well as the key is sent to the receiver over the covert 

channel. The key is sent using a secure key exchange technique. 

 

Hiding Algorithm: 

Input: Cover image Database D, Secret Image S 

Output: Stego image SS 

Step 1: Select a suitable Cover image C of size MxN from the database D. 

Step 2: Now compress the secret image S of size MxN by applying JPEG compression technique. 

Step 3: Generate key K from random number generator. 

Step 4: Apply encryption function E on the image generated in step 2. 

Step 5: Take the cover image C and embed the image generated in step 4 by inserting bits into the last 2 LSBs 

of C. 

Step 6: Image generated in the previous step is the final Stego image SS.  

Step 7: Transfer the Stego image SS & key K to the receiver 

Step 8: End. 

 

B. Data Recovery 

The process of recovering data is easy to implement. The needed input is the stego image and the key. 

The stego image is converted into binary array of 0's and 1's and then the color values of each pixel are studied 

and the corresponding LSBs are extracted. Finally these values are then concatenated using 8-bit binary format 
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and convert it into image matrix. Decryption is performed using the key. The resultant image is then 

decompressed while maintaining the quality of the image which reveals the secret image which was hidden. 

 

Extraction Algorithm: 

Input: Stego image SS, Key K 

Output: Secret image S 

Step 1: Extract the last 2 LSBs of the stego image SS. 

Step 2: Concatenate the array of extracted 0’s & 1’s into 8-bit binary format.  

Step 3: Formulate the image matrix. 

Step 4: Perform decryption on the image matrix by using the key. 

Step 5: Decompress the resultant image.  

Step 6: Image generated in the previous step is the secret image. 

Step 7: End. 

 

V.   Results 
This section discusses the results of using proposed application to hide data in an image. The algorithm 

is tested in MATLAB Version 8.1.0.604 (R2013a). Various images are used as cover image to implement the 

algorithm. Steganography exploits human perception as human senses are not trained to look inside an image 

that has information hidden inside them. Figure 3 shows the original cover and the stego images respectively.  

 

   
(a) 

   
(b) 

   
(c) 
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(d) 

   
(e) 

 

Fig 3. Cover images (left) & Stego images (right) (a) Bike, (b) Coffee, (c) Scene, (d) Violin, and (e) Girl 

 

Visually all these images look identical, one cannot distinguish between cover image and stego image. 

This indicates that the stego images obtained from CEET have high imperceptibility. Histogram is a measure of 

the number of occurrence of pixels with respect to  particular pixel value. Steganography changes the pixel 

value during embedding process, therefore the number of pixel having a particular pixel value changes. Hence 

lesser difference between the histograms of cover and stego-image is desirable. Figure 4 shows the histograms 

obtained by implementing the proposed technique. As depicted by the figure 4, there is a very minute change 

between the histograms of cover images and stego images. The overall structure of the original image still 

remains the same even after embedding secret image inside it.  

 

 
(a) 

    
(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig 4. Histogram of Cover images (left) & Stego images (right) (a) Bike, (b) Coffee, (c) Scene, (d) Violin, and 

(e) Girl 

 

The most important factor in steganography system is Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). PSNR 

represents quality of image i.e. the higher the PSNR lower is the difference between cover image and stego 

image [6]. The measurement of the quality between the cover image f and stego-image g of sizes N x N is 

defined by PSNR as: 

PSNR=10 × log (255
2
 / MSE)  (2) 

 

where    MSE=1/mn∑  ∑ [(f(x,y)-g(x,y)]
2  

  (3) 

 

Here f(x, y) and g(x, y) represent the pixel value at the position (x, y) in the cover-image and the stego-image 

respectively. The goal of the stego system is to achieve high PSNR value inorder to make steganography 

successful.  

 

Table 1 shows the PSNR value obtained from the proposed method CEET and S-Tools. Figure 5 

represents the comparison between CEET and S-Tools. 

 

Table 1. PSNR (in db). 
Image CEET S-Tools 

Bike 51.50 49.62 

Coffee 51.06 48.98 

Scene 51.16 48.18 

Violin 51.11 50.04 

Girl 51.26 49.44 

 

 
Fig 5. Comparison of PSNR (in dB) between CEET & S-Tools 
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High PSNR indicates good perceptual quality of stego-image. Here the resultant PSNR value of CEET 

is better than that of S-Tools. Table 2 represents the correlation coefficient for cover image and stego image. 

Correlation coefficient is very high which indicates the cover image and stego image are highly related.        

 

Table 2. Correlation Coefficient 
Image Correlation 

Coefficient 

Bike .99997 

Coffee .99997 

Scene .99996 

Violin .99997 

Girl .99993 

 

The parameters are evaluated for both CEET and S-Tools which is shown in table 3. The proposed 

application CEET provides high security since encryption is applied as well as embedding capacity has also 

been increased by using compression algorithm keeping in mind the visual perspective of steganography.   

 

Table 3. Parameters analysis of CEET & S-Tools 
Features CEET S-Tools 

Payload Capacity High Low 

Imperceptibility High High 

Robustness Medium Low 

PSNR High Medium 

Security High Medium 

MSE Low Low 

 

VI.    Conclusion 
This paper introduces the concept of steganography - a powerful data hiding technique. In this paper 

the proposed method CEET uses compression, encryption and LSB embedding in order to hide and recover 

data. Applying compression in the first layer helped in reducing the size of secret data thereby providing high 

payload capacity in the cover image since 54% bytes of secret image gets compressed. Also encryption at inner 

layer results out to be an asset that increased the security of data against steganalysis. Finally using last 2 LSB’s 

of cover image for embedding purpose enabled more space in the cover image as well as maintains the 

imperceptibility of cover image. Interlacing all these techniques together helped in achieving the goal of 

steganography which is embedding highest possible rate while remaining undetectable to steganalyse. As 

privacy is the upmost priority in the digital communication domain, steganography undoubtedly plays a 

growing role in information security. So, one should be aware of steganography and its implications. 
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